Silicon nanoarray hybrid solar cells benefit from the ease of fabrication and the cost-effectiveness of the hybrid structure, and represent a new research focus towards the utilization of solar energy. However, hybrid solar cells composed of both inorganic and organic components suffer from the notorious stability issue, which has to be tackled before the hybrid solar cells could become a viable alternative for harvesting solar energy. Here we show that Si nanoarray/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cells with improved stability can be fabricated via eliminating the water inclusion in the initial formation of the heterojunction between Si nanoarray and PEDOT:PSS. The Si nanoarray hybrid solar cells are stable against rapid degradation in the atmosphere environment for several months without encapsulation. This finding paves the way towards the real-world applications of Si nanoarray hybrid solar cells. S olar energy is one of the most abundant renewable clean energy forms in our world. By photovoltaic effect, solar energy can be converted into electricity. In the past half century, we have witnessed the progress of the photovoltaic devices. Especially, one of the representative solar cells, monocrystalline Si solar cell, has reached a single cell efficiency higher than 24% 1 . However, the process complexity and the high cost involved in the fabrication limit the large-scale deployment of monocrystalline Si solar cells. Alternatively, organic solar cells are one of the promising solutions because of the ease of processing and the low cost 2 . Si-organic hybrid solar cells have been drawing more and more attention in recent years [3] [4] [5] and represent one of the most promising inorganic-organic hybrid solar cells, because they combine the high carrier mobility in Si and the low-cost processing of the organic materials. So far, Si/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cells have been reported with steady increase in efficiency over the years [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . It is well-known that material morphology acts as an important role in improving the efficiency. In order to enhance the efficiency, the cylindrical core-shell structure has shown especially promising progress, because this structure can increase the area of the interface and facilitate the separation of excitons [14] [15] [16] [17] 
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olar energy is one of the most abundant renewable clean energy forms in our world. By photovoltaic effect, solar energy can be converted into electricity. In the past half century, we have witnessed the progress of the photovoltaic devices. Especially, one of the representative solar cells, monocrystalline Si solar cell, has reached a single cell efficiency higher than 24% 1 . However, the process complexity and the high cost involved in the fabrication limit the large-scale deployment of monocrystalline Si solar cells. Alternatively, organic solar cells are one of the promising solutions because of the ease of processing and the low cost 2 . Si-organic hybrid solar cells have been drawing more and more attention in recent years [3] [4] [5] and represent one of the most promising inorganic-organic hybrid solar cells, because they combine the high carrier mobility in Si and the low-cost processing of the organic materials. So far, Si/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cells have been reported with steady increase in efficiency over the years [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . It is well-known that material morphology acts as an important role in improving the efficiency. In order to enhance the efficiency, the cylindrical core-shell structure has shown especially promising progress, because this structure can increase the area of the interface and facilitate the separation of excitons [14] [15] [16] [17] . An efficiency higher than 10% has been achieved by several research groups 3, 14, 17 , and even an efficiency higher than 12% has been reported recently for Si/PEDOT:PSS hybrid cells on random pyramid-textured Si wafers 18 . It is well documented that organic solar cells suffer from the stability issues 19 , that is, the performance of the organic solar cells degrades dramatically after exposed to atmospheric conditions with a normal content of oxygen and humidity level. Encapsulation of the solar cells complicates the fabrication processes and increases the production cost. Some researchers have studied the stability of organic solar cells, focusing on the organic semiconductors 20 , poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)/poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) hole conductors 21 , and the interface between PEDOT:PSS and ITO electrode 22, 23 . They found that all the above components in the organic solar cells could lead to the degradation of the performance of organic solar cells. It is rather surprising that there have only limited reports on the stability investigation of Si/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cell 18 , although this hybrid solar cells also contain PEDOT:PSS and sometimes PEDOT:PSS/ITO interfaces, and also poses the same stability issues. In this work, we find that the performance of Si nanoarray (SiNA)/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cells fabricated following the literature recipe indeed degrades substantially with time in the atmospheric environment. We find that water trapped in the process of PEDOT:PSS deposition dramatically affects the quality of the heterojunctions between SiNAs and PEDOT:PSS. As long as we eliminate the water content immediately after the deposition of PEDOT:PSS, the stability of SiNA/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cells is improved dramatically in the environment humidity. This finding opens the door to the real-world application of SiNA/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cells.
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Results
The structure of the hybrid solar cell is schematically illustrated in Figure 1a . SiNAs were prepared by metal-assisted chemical etching and are exhibited in Figure 1b . We fabricated SiNA/PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cells following the literature recipe 15, 24 , by impressing SiNAs on PEDOT:PSS-coated ITO substrates, followed by a natural drying in a glove box for 12 h to form the heterojunction between SiNAs and PEDOT:PSS. Before the assembly of the cells, drying at 140uC for 1 h was applied (labeled as cell 1 if not stated otherwise). We found that the performance of the solar cells degraded substantially when the cells were illuminated with AM 1.5 solar simulator (Figure 2a) . To elucidate the origin of the rapid degradation of the performance of the cells, we proposed a recipe for the assembly of the cells. Instead of impressing SiNAs on wet PEDOT:PSS films, we first coated PEDOT:PSS on SiNAs via doctor-blading, and then dried the PEDOT:PSS film in the glovebox for 12 h and then heated on a hot plate at 120uC for 5 min. After drying, SiNAs were embedded with PEDOT:PSS (Figure 1c ). We then laminated PEDOT:PSS-coated SiNA and PEDOT:PSS-coated ITO substrates to assemble the cells following a drying at 140uC for 1 h (labeled as cell 2 if not stated otherwise). The cells fabricated with this recipe did not show pronounced degradation under illumination (Figure 2b ).
It seems that the main difference of the two recipes is the drying of PEDOT:PSS film interfaced with SiNA in our recipe. Therefore, we suspect that the heterojunction between the wet PEDOT:PSS film and SiNAs may undergo degradation or structure variation under illumination. It is not surprising that the performance-degraded solar cells could partially recover after a post-drying process ( Figure 3 ) (labeled as cell 3 if not stated otherwise). After recovery, the stability of cell 3 was also improved. To further study the stability of the solar cell (cell 2) in the environment atmosphere under long term storage without encapsulation, we found that the cell showed an average efficiency loss ,45% (from 7.7% to 4.2%) during a period of five months (Figure 4) . The open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the shortcircuit current density (Jsc) only exhibited a slight average decrease of ,9% from 0.46 V to 0.42 V and ,12% from 25 mA/cm 2 to 22 mA/cm 2 , respectively. The fill factor (FF) exhibited an average decrease of ,26%.
We measured the temperature increase of the solar cells under the illumination of the solar simulator and plotted the data of Voc, Jsc, FF, and g of cell 1 and cell 2 in Figure 5 . Besides the reduction of Voc from 0.40 V to 0.23 V, we can see a dramatic reduction of Jsc from 26 to 2 mA/cm 2 for cell 1, in sharp contrast to the constancy of Jsc for cell 2 (a slight decrease of Voc from 0.45 V to 0.42 V and a slight increase of Jsc from 27 to 30 mA/cm 2 , respectively). In Figure 6 , we plotted the reverse saturated current Is, the photocurrent Iph, the series resistance Rs, the shunt resistance Rsh, and the ideality factor n. Indeed, we see that Rs increases dramatically from 75 to 450 V for cell 1. In principle, for crystalline Si solar cells, Jsc generally slightly increases with temperature 25 . The decrease of Jsc with light illumination for cell 1 implies that there must something wrong with the light harvesting, the charge carrier separation, or the charge transport in the cells. Considering that SiNAs are the main light absorber, the light harvesting efficiency should not change much under light illumination. Therefore, either the interface between SiNAs and PEDOT:PSS changed in the presence of water under illumination, or the conduction of PEDOT:PSS layer degraded. We independently measured the sheet resistance of PEDOT:PSS film in the wet as well as in the dry status, and found that the conduction of dry PEDOT:PSS film was better than that of wet one ( Figure S1 ). Upon a thorough heating, the PEDOT:PSS film exhibited a constant sheet resistance. Therefore, the larger Rs for cell 1 could be attributed to the wet PEDOT:PSS in cell 1. For example, Dupont and coworkers 26 reported the loss of decohesion in PEDOT:PSS when the hydrogen bonds were broken in the presence of water molecules. We noted that Shen et al. indeed found that post-annealing PEDOT:PSS under different atmosphere affected the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS 27 . The increase of Rs after heating for cell 1 has to be related to the variation at the interface between SiNA and PEDOT:PSS. Through a systematic investigation, Vitoratos and coworkers 28 concluded that the increase of conductivity of PEDOT:PSS due to the thermal activation of the carriers and the improvement of the crystallinity competing with the decrease of conductivity resulting from the irreversible structural degradation of the polymer chains promoted by the oxygen and moisture of the atmosphere. As we noted that Rsh also increased for cell 1, in contrast to the constancy for cell 2, we can reach the conclusion that there must be an structural variation at the interface between SiNA and PEDOT:PSS for cell 1, which is supported by the observation of Pudasaini and coworkers that PEDOT:PSS tended to promote the formation of oxide layer on the surface of SiNAs, especially in the presence of water molecules 29 . It is noteworthy that the performance of the solar cells fabricated without a proper drying process can only recover to some extent after post-drying (cells 3), however, the performance is still lower than that of the solar cells fabricated with a proper drying process as suggested in our recipe. This observation implies that although the post-drying process could remove most of the residual water molecules trapped in the deposition of PEDOT: PSS films, some irreversible chemical/physical consequences have already been generated that limit the highest achievable efficiency of the solar cells. The structural variation of cell 1 at the interface might induce defects or surface states that cause electrical variation. In a recent paper, Schmidt and coworkers 18 suggested the charge trapping at the interface between PEDOT:PSS and Si during the interaction with water molecules. Either the light illumination or the temperature effect will enhance the charge trapping because of the generation of more free charges. The excessive trapped charges will cause a lowering of the barrier height owing to the image charge effect 30, 31 , which will increase the tunneling current, accounting for the faster increase of the reverse saturated current for cell 1 than for cell 2.
To further clarify the electrical variation of different cells, we used the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to study the solar cells, especially the interfacial structures. Niquist, Mott-Schottky (MS), and Bode plots of the impedance spectra are displayed ( Figure 7 ). Figure 7a exhibits the Niquist plots of cell 1 and cell 2. It is evident that cell 1 possesses a larger series resistance than cell 2. However, the recombination resistance of cell 2 is larger than that of cell 1. Moreover, a new arc at low frequency appeared for cell 1, which was also manifested in the Bode plot of the phase angle versus frequency (Figure 7d ). This new arc (or new peak in phase angle curve) indicated a new electrical process with a certain time constant. The Bode plot in Figure 7c of the modulus of the impedance also provided the same information on the appearance of a new RC component: a new platform in the curve. This observation implies that the interface between SiNA and PEDOT:PSS for cell 1 deviated dramatically from the ideal Schottky junction. There must be other conducting channels other than the normal Schottky diode appeared for cell 1. It is most possible that there are patches of varying height of Schottky barrier formed at the interface of cell 1 30, 31 , because of the extensive trapping of charge carriers for cell 1 lowers the barrier height through the image charge effect. The lowered barrier height contributed to an increased majority carrier charge transfer rate which deteriorates the performance of the solar cells 32 . Therefore, the barrier lowering at the patches introduced the new RC component. The excessive charge carriers for cell 1 than for cell 2 were also reflected from the larger slope of the MS plot for the latter in Figure 7b . It is interesting that even though there are patches of varying barrier height, the average barrier height did not differ much as the intercept at the potential axis is close for these two cells. The invariance of the average barrier height for cell 1 and cells 2 and the observation of Voc of only 0.4-0.5 V indicate a Fermi level pinning at the interface because of the high density of interfacial states 33 . Without a proper interface passivation with either a well-defined oxide layer or an organic layer, the Fermi level pinning could not be removed effectively, which is however beyond the scope of this work.
In addition, we fitted the impedance curves of cell 1 and cell 2 respectively, and plotted Rs, R1, R2, C1, and C2 against the applied voltage in Figure 8 . We can see from Figure 8a that the series resistance of both cell 1 and cell 2 does not vary much with the applied potential. The recombination resistance of both cell 1 and cell 2 decreases exponentially with the applied potential (Figure 8b ) and the chemical capacitance of these two cells increases exponentially with the applied potential (Figure 8d ). For cell 1, the low frequency component shows a similar magnitude of resistance to the high frequency one (Figure 8c ), whereas a larger capacitance than the high frequency one (Figure 8e ). The larger capacitance of the new RC component at low frequency for cell 1 agrees well to the suggestion of excessive charge trapping for cell 1. The origin of the charge trapping might come from the generation of interfacial defect patches for cell 1 because of the complicated etching behavior of PEDOT:PSS to Si/SiO x or degradation of PEDOT:PSS at the interface under illumination. In-depth investigation of the formation process and the physical nature of the defects entail further study. Figure S2, upper panel) . We found that the reduction caused by temperature elevation could not account for the total decrease of Voc for cell 1 (0.03 V for the calculated value versus 0.18 V for the measured value), which means that other factors have to be considered to explain the reduction of Voc with illumination. In sharp contrast, cell 2 and cell 3 showed only a slight reduction of Voc (0.01-0.03 V) with temperature elevation under illumination, and the measured reduction of Voc could be attributed to the temperature effect ( Figure S2 , middle and bottom panels). It is noticed that heating actually has also a positive effect on Voc because of the decrease of Rs for cell 2 as shown in the previous sections. To further prove that the temperature-induced reduction of Voc for our cells, after several measurements with continuous illumination, we shut down the light source to allow the recovery of the temperature of cell 2, and 3 min later, we found that Voc recovered (Figure 2b) . Together with the stability of Jsc, we are able to unambiguously assign the reduction of Voc for cell 2 and cell 3 to the temperature effect.
Recently, Schmidt and coworkers 29 observed a perfect stability of Si/PEDOT:PSS solar cells stored in a dessicator, whereas a drastic degradation of the efficiency from 11% to below 1% was observed in air environment within two months. However, our cells still attained more than 50% of the initial efficiency in air environment for more than five months. We, therefore, reach the conclusion that residual water molecules after deposition of PEDOT:PSS film dramatically influence the quality of the heterojunctions between SiNAs and PEDOT:PSS films, which directly affects the stability of the cells. Our experiments also demonstrate that as long as a proper heating process was applied to eliminate water molecules in PEDOT:PSS films, further uptake of water molecules from the environment was rather slow, because of the strong bonding of PEDOT:PSS grains in the film. This statement is substantiated with the performance stability of SiNA/PEDOT:PSS solar cells fabricated with our recipe. In addition, we have not found a large decrease of the conductivity of PEDOT:PSS films left in air environment after several months. Interestingly, Rivnay and coworkers 34 also found that the hole mobility in PEDOT:PSS films did not seem to suffer much from the uptake of water, because the cross-linking of the film reduced the uptake of water. Therefore, the poor stability of cell 1 is mainly due to the poor quality of the heterojunctions between SiNAs and PEDOT:PSS films caused by the inclusion of water during the deposition of PEDOT:PSS film after an insufficient drying process. Regarding the residual water in the cell after a heating process or the slight water uptake in the long-term storage process that caused the gradual loss of efficiency, it is still not clear if the interface between ITO and PEDOT:PSS plays a role, which should be investigated in further work.
In conclusion, we have proposed a recipe to prepare SiNA/ PEDOT:PSS solar cells with much improved stability. We found that water inclusion in the fabrication processes of the solar cells would deteriorate the quality of the heterojunction between SiNAs and PEDOT:PSS films, which was the most important factor that caused the rapid degradation of the performance of SiNA/PEDOT:PSS solar cells. Under illumination, the degradation process was accelerated, and irreversible physical/chemical consequences happened in the interface between SiNA and PEDOT:PSS. Patches of varying Schottky barrier height owing to excessive charge trapping and the image charge lowering effect induced additional charge transfer channel, and additional arc was found in the impedance curve. The additional loss channel at the interface is the main origin for the rapid performance degradation of SiNA/PEDOT:PSS solar cells. With our proper design of the fabrication processes, SiNA/PEDOT:PSS solar cells with much improved stability could be achieved.
Methods
Cleaning of silicon. The 1,10 V?cm n-type Si wafers were cut into area of 1x1 cm Fabrication of SiNAs/PEDOT:PSS heterojunction. After washed by DI water, the prepared SiNAs were dipped in 2% Hydrogen fluoride (HF) solution for 1 min to remove the oxide on the surface. We put the wet SiNAs into a glove box to dry naturally. The dry SiNAs were taken out, and coated a layer of solution C (152 PEDOT:PSS: ethanol) by doctor blading method. We then spin-coated a thin layer of PEDOT:PSS containing 6% glycerol on a piece of ITO. For cell 1, we directly pressed these two parts together, and left in the glove box for 12 h for natural drying. For cell 2, we put the SiNAs and the ITO with PEDOT:PSS into the glove box for 12 h to dry naturally. Then, these two parts were heated at 120uC for 5 min at the atmosphere. Then we laminated these two parts with a layer of PEDOT:PSS containing 6% glycerol. Samples were again dried in the glove box for 12 h. We used two post-drying methods on the performance-degraded solar cell (cell 1) to recover the performance (cell 3). The first one is an accelerated drying process, where heating at 140uC for 3 h was performed. The second one is a natural drying process, where cell 1 was simply left in a desiccator for a number of days at room temperature.
Assembly of the hybrid solar cells. The substrates with the heterojunction structure was dried at 140uC for 1 h in the oven. The back surface of the Si substrate was etched to remove natural oxide layer. Tin was used to make the back electrode with Si by ultrasonic welding. Copper wire was attached to ITO with silver paste. The cells were baked in the oven at 140uC for 1 h.
Characterization. To characterize the SiNA/PEDOT:PSS structure, transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM 2010) and field-emission scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI Sirion 200) imaging were performed. The cells were illuminated using a solar simulator (Oriel 3A) at one sun (AM 1.5, 100 mW cm 22 ), and the J-V characteristics were measured by using a Keithley 2400 electrometer. The temperature of the cells under illumination was measured by non-contact thermometer (Fluke 59) after each measurement of the J-V curves (,30 s). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was carried out on an electrochemical workstation (IM6ex, Zahner).
